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Corrigendum 
The Existence of the Second Fixed Point: 
A Correction to “Periodic Solutions of x” + f(x, t) = 0 
via the PoincarMirkhoff Theorem” 
HOWARD JACOBOWITZ 
Deportment of Mathematics, Rice Unizversity, Houston, Texas 77001 
In 1912, PoincarC conjectured that an area preserving twist map of an annulus 
has two fixed points and proved this result in several special cases [7]. The 
following year Birkhoff, in a celebrated paper, proved in general that such a 
map has at least one fixed point [I]. On page 15 of that paper Birkhoff repeats an 
observation of PoincarC [7, p. 3771 that the existence of a second fixed point 
then follows automatically. But this observation actually yields only that the 
sum of the multiplicities of the fixed points is even, as Birkhoff later pointed 
out [2, p. 2971. Finally, in 1925 Birkhoff published a proof that there are always 
at least two distinct fixed points [3]. In this paper he replaced area preserving 
by a more general topological condition. The proof is complicated, mainly 
because of this added generality, and has not been generally accepted (see [8, 
p. 261). In our paper [6] we presented a simple proof that a second fixed point 
must exist for area preserving maps. However, as Professor Moser pointed out, 
this proof is incorrect. This affects none of the other results in [6]. The main 
error lies in the statement on page 49 that “without any assumptions on the 
fixed point set of P, them exist two simple curves 7 and 7 . . . .” In fact, the 
assumption that P has no fixed points was used several times and was even 
explicitly stated on the previous page. 
Our proof may be corrected in a simple manner and the idea necessary for 
this correction is found in Birkhoff’s 1925 paper. Indeed, at least in the case of 
area preserving maps, Birkhoff’s proof seems correct. Brown and Neumann 
have reached the same conclusion and have presented a modern and simplified 
version of his proof [4]. Here WC would like to indicate briefly how our proof 
could be modified. This results in an existence proof for the second fixed point 
which is somewhat different from that of Brown and Neumann. We use the 
notation of our previous paper. For simplicity assume the map P is continuous 
to the boundary and so has a finite twist. 
Let (to , y,,) denote a fixed point of P and assume that this is the only fixed 
point. Replace the constant translation (t, y) 4 (t, y -+ l ) used in our paper 
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by one whew E is a continuous function of t. ‘I’his function is chosen to bc 
positive, except at t, where it is zero, and to be sufficiently small. Let 2; denote 
this new translation. Then I’, = T, 3 P has only the single fixed point (to ,~x,,j. 
As in the proof for the first fixed point one sees that I’, maps some simple curve 
to itself. The topological lemma in [6, p. 501, togcthcr with the fact that 1’: 
approximates I’, shows that i(P, r) is diffcrcnt from i(P-‘, P -‘IJ for each simple 
closed curve I’ which misses the fixed point. But it follows dircctlv from the 
definition that these two indices are equal. This contradiction prows the 
existence of a second fixed point, distinct from the first. 
M’e would also like to point out that a generalization of the main results of 
our paper is contained in [5]. 
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